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Since the COVID Pandemic was declared in March 2020, physician workflow 

has seen unprecedented change – from how we “see” our patients, to how 

we use OSCAR as an EMR.

SPOILER ALERT – not all these tips and tricks relate to the EMR itself.  And 

some of these tips pre-date the Pandemic.

Game-changers for EMR use….



1. Share our personal experiences for streamlining workflow

2. Not promoting any particular product

3. Provide end-user feedback so current products can improve further

GOALS.....



1. I am a GP in New Westminster, not a programmer!

2. I pay for my OSCAR Support (WELL), and our group pays quarterly dues to OSCAR BC.

3. I have been paid by PSP and Divisions to support other OSCAR users. My work with OSCAR BC 

is voluntary.

4. I am on the executive of the OSCAR Canada User Society and OSCAR BC.  Current OSCAR BC 

president. 

5. I am a paid member of BC Family Doctors (formerly Society of General Practice).

6. I cannot properly use OSCAR without my Greasemonkey scripts.

Disclosures + Declarations: Dr. John Yap



1. I am a GP in Port Coquitlam, not a programmer (developer)!

2. I pay for my OSCAR Support (OpenOSP), and our group pays quarterly dues to OSCAR BC.

3. I have been paid by PSP and Divisions to support other OSCAR users. My work with OSCAR BC 

is voluntary.

4. I am currently on the Board for Pathways and HDC.

5. I am a paid member of BC Family Doctors (formerly Society of General Practice).

6. I cannot properly use OSCAR without my GreaseMonkey scripts.

Disclosures + Declarations: Dr. Herbert Chang



As much as possible, we will use  screen shots to demonstrate 
relevant OSCAR features.  

If any live identifiable patient data is shown, it is not 
intentional, and viewers should keep this in confidence, using 
the information only for the learning objectives intended.

Confidentiality Understanding 



1. Not all features shown will be available in all OSCAR EMRs.  Ask your OSP about see features 

demonstrated that do you appear in your system.

2. Some features are enabled by GreaseMonkey and may not work on your system without 

customization.  OSPs are not likely to support this customization.

DISCLAIMER



Devices – fast, powerful, reliable, durable, lightweight (if portable).  

Affordable (what is the cost of efficiency vs inefficiency – income vs 

frustration).

If you can think faster than your device can load an eChart or eFORM, you 

need to UPGRADE!  Can your system handle a ZOOM call?!

Consider: workstations (desktop, laptop, other), monitors (multiple? 

Widescreen), WiFi router, Internet Provider (speed, reliability)

Hardware:



Too many to remember?

Consider a Password Manager, two-factor authentication, etc.

DO NOT SAVE YOUR OSCAR PASSWORD!

Options: type in unique password (not Password!), facial recognition, retinal 

scan(?), card swipe, key fob, Apple Watch integration, other?

Passwords:



Considered more secure than eMailing attachments, and faster than ”snail 

mail”.  There is a concerted effort to eliminate all faxing due to connection 

issues (LifeLab fax consent, e.g.).

Options: eFax integration with OSCAR; eFax non-integrated, multi-function 

fax/copier machines, open-source eFax software (e.g. Hyalafax), traditional 

paper-fed, land-line-connected fax machine!

Ultimate solution: direct order entry, e.g. Provincial eFORM Solution.  

ePrescribing!

Faxes:  boooo!



Still needed unless ONLINE BOOKING is your only option and you never 

need to call the patient!

Options: traditional landline (multi-line), VOIP-enabled phones, cell phone, 

phone apps (VOIP only?)

Considerations: cost, convenience (intercom options?), and privacy – avoid 

displaying personal contact info (i.e. phone #).  Speaker phone – for hands-

free communication, to allow for typing.

Phones:  office and personal



Software for your desktop to enable more accurate dialing!  Copy/paste 

phone #.  Cell phone apps to hide your personal # (Fongo).

Options: free and paid subscription.  Many free options!

Considerations: requires cell/VOIP system and technical expertise to set-up.  

Privacy considerations (device speaker and mic).  Headset recommended.

Phone Apps:



Sore neck from holding handset to ear with shoulder?  Need to type one-

handed?

Options: wired vs wireless (Blue-Tooth), traditional over-ear headphones, in-

ear (canal) headphones, boom mic?  Bone-conduction headphones?

Considerations: cost, convenience – hands-free, for typing, driving, mobility.

Headsets:



Pharmanet

CareConnect/UCI

PACS links (WCMI, MedRay, others)

MediTech?

Pharmacy Listing (https://www.bcpharmacists.org/list-community-pharmacies)

https://www.drugsearch.ca/

Key supportive web sites: (hint: use bookmarks)

https://www.bcpharmacists.org/list-community-pharmacies
https://www.drugsearch.ca/


OSCAR BC Webinar September 25, 2021:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_114fFN7Oq4&t=11s

PDF version:

https://oscarbc.ca/wp-content/uploads/OSCAR-

BC_Greasemonkey_Webinar.pdf

To inspire the OSCAR developers to develop user-created features.

Demonstration needed!

GreaseMonkey:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_114fFN7Oq4&t=11s
https://oscarbc.ca/wp-content/uploads/OSCAR-BC_Greasemonkey_Webinar.pdf


Colour code visit status.  Create an “attention-seeking” urgent message status.

Schedule View:

Some options are preset.  Titles may 
be edited.

OSP support may be needed to add 
more entries.

Choose distinct colours.



Is the demographic data up to date?  Are they already booked in the next 2 weeks?

Add Appointment View:

Does this patient have a 
different MRP than who they 
are scheduled with?
(GreaseMonkey)



Demonstration needed.

eChart View: +/- GreaseMonkey

Additional info in top 
demographic line.

Ability to capture 
phone, etc.

CareConnect button

New (more awesome) 
eFORM search box



Demonstration needed.

eChart View: +/- GreaseMonkey

Access measurements.

Access most-used 
eFORMS.

Comprehensive lab 
display (Row View)



Demonstration needed.

Tickler view: GM-enabled

Notification of 
upcoming appointment.

QuickPick items

Default Tickler recipient



Demonstration needed.

eCommunication with patient: options

Send by Cortico:
PIPEDA compliant: “Send eForms and Documents, 
and have them securely scrubbed from the original 
message, after 7 days.”

Send by usual 
eMAIL.



Demonstration needed.

Signature?  Validation?  Favourite pharmacy?  

Duplicate Rx?

Key point:  DO NOT eMAIL the prescription to the patient.

▪ https://www.bcpharmacists.org/readlinks/prp-insights-electronic-signatures-clarified

Virtual Prescribing: need that fax #

https://www.bcpharmacists.org/readlinks/prp-insights-electronic-signatures-clarified


Virtual Prescribing: signature rules



Billing Form:  in office vs virtual billing codes

Typical pre-COVID GP 
billing form



Billing Form:  in office vs virtual billing codes
Virtual care billing form – with limited codes



Billing Form:  GM-enhanced billing form

GP contract version



Billing Form:  GM-enhanced billing form

GP contract version



Billing Form Preference

N.B. May not be available 
on all versions of OSCAR.

Especially useful for locums 
and residents who are 
ready to do billings.



InBox – heavily GreaseMonkey’d!

Demonstration needed.

Imagine this scanned document is a 
cancer screening report….



Any tips to share?



Any questions?


